Quality by Design characterization of the perfusion culture process for recombinant FVIII.
A Quality by Design (QbD) concept was applied to characterize a cell culture process for production of the recombinant Factor VIII (rFVIII). We characterized the production bioreactor process and defined the design space by applying risk assessment to determine potential critical process parameters (CPPs) impacting critical quality attributes (CQAs). Characterization studies were subsequently performed using a qualified scaled-down model (SDM) and a multi-factorial design of experiment (DOE) approach to determine both the individual and combined impacts of the potential CPPs on CQAs. Among the operating parameters characterized, production temperature, production pH and a shift in the timing of production affected rFVIII activity and tyrosine sulfation level. Finally, we identified CPPs and established a design space for the cell culture process to identify appropriate conditions for routine manufacturing.